


Designed for flexibility and low maintenance, the L3030G4 dry box applicator is the ultimate fertilizer spreader.
Spread fertilizer rates as low as 50 lbs/acre (56kg/hectare) to as high as 1,100 lbs/acre (1232kg/hectare) and 
still achieve effective spread patterns up to 90 feet (27m). You can even spread up to 2 ton (tonnes/hectare) 
rates of ag lime at 12 mph (19.3kph) with spread widths up to 60 feet (18m). 

Efficient Conveyor Drive System Reduces Maintenance

The L3030G4 features a #5 moderate oil resistant belt. There 
is no conveyor chain or chain oiler so maintenance time and 
costs are greatly reduced. A 30 inch (76cm) 3-ply belt provides 
a smooth flow of product along with the strength and durability 
needed for high loads of fertilizer. This belt is ideal for regions 
with high humidity where material is constantly sticking to the 
chain and corroding vital components. 

The L3030G4 comes standard with an efficient hydraulic system and
60,000 BTU cooler. The hydraulic system includes a 24 gallon
(91liters) reservoir with built-in side strainer and a return filter to 
capture contaminants. These features keep the system running cooler 

and cleaner for increased efficiency and life 
of all hydraulic components.

G4 Variable Rate Broadcaster

The variable rate broadcaster spreads material farther, wider and more 
consistently. The design also includes predetermined settings for fertilizer,
urea, ag lime and wet lime to simplify spread pattern testing and 
daily application.



               
                 

                   
                

     

          
           

           
           

            
          
     

A History of Innovation

New Leader has been setting the industry standard in custom 
application equipment since 1939. For additional information 
on this ultimate fertilizer spreader, please contact your 
authorized New Leader dealer or call us at 800-363-1771.

Spread One, Two or Three Products in One Pass

For additional efficiencies, the L3030G4 can provide multiple product
applications in one pass. This design is ideal for variable rate 
application of one, two and even three products. With the addition of
the optional New Leader MultApplier™ unit, two products can be
applied independently. Add the optional New Leader MicroBinTM and
spread micronutrients or seeds as a third product in one pass. 

Purchase the base spreader today and add the MultApplier insert or
MicroBin hopper at a later time. With minimal effort, these optional
components can be removed to provide a single hopper configuration
for fertilizer or low rates of ag lime.

Spreading multiple products in one pass reduces man hours, field
compaction and fuel consumption by reducing trips across the field.
Spreading multiple products at once greatly reduces the need for
blending. All these benefits add up to a higher return on 
your investment.

Single Hopper

With MultApplier Insert and MicroBin

With MultApplier Insert
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Body Length

B
Overall

A

Frame

C
Cab to Axle or Cab

to Tandem - CA/CT

Struck Capacity

Cu Yd (Cu M) Cu Ft

11’ (3.36m) 3180 lbs 1442 kg

1000 lbs 454 kg

1100 lbs 500 kg

3430 lbs 1556 kg

3680 lbs 1670 kg

3930 lbs 1783 kg

12’ (3.66m)

13’ (3.96m)

14’ (4.27m)

160” (406cm)

172” (437cm)

184” (467cm)

196” (498cm)

123” (312cm)

135” (343cm)

147” (373cm)

159” (404cm)

84” (213cm) CA 8.6” (6.6) 232.1

9.4” (7.2) 254.6

10.3” (7.8) 277.1

11.1” (8.5) 299.6

102” (213cm) CA

102”-108” 
(259-274cm) CT

120” (305cm) CT

L3030G4
Struck Capacity

Cu Yd (Cu M) Cu Ft

Struck Capacity

Cu Yd (Cu M) Cu Ft

4.72 (3.61) 127 3.16 (2.42) 85

3.94 (3.01) 106

4.72 (3.61) 127

5.51 (4.21) 149

5.51 (4.21) 149

7.18 (5.49) 194

6.34 (4.85) 171

Length 

D
Struck Capacity

Cu Yd (Cu M) Cu Ft

4.25 (3.25) 115 
5.95 (4.55) 161

MultApplier

5’ (1.52m)

7’ (2.13m)

With 5’ MultApplier With 7’ MultApplier L3030G4

Approx.

Shipping Weight

Approx.

Shipping Weight

Products and specifications subject to change without notice. 

Photos and illustrations may or may not include optional equipment. 
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440 lbs 199.6 kg

With 7’
Struck Capacity

Cu Yd (Cu M) Cu Ft

0.407 (0.31) 11.0 

MicroBin

Approx.

Shipping Weight


